Weeds and CSG
Problems of Co-Existence

CLASS 2 DECLARED WEEDS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

African Boxthorn
Groundsel
Mother of Millions
Parthenium
Prickly acacia
Prickly pear
Rats tail grasses

LOCAL COUNCIL WEED OF CONCERN
• African Lovegrass

LAND PROTECTION (PEST AND STOCK ROUTE
MANAGEMENT) ACT 2002
45 Supplying things containing reproductive material of particular declared pest plants
(1) A person (a ―supplier‖) must not supply any thing containing reproductive material of a plant that is—
(a) a class 1 pest; or
(b) a class 2 pest prescribed under a regulation for this section.
Examples of „thing‟—
Fodder, grain, gravel, machinery, mulch, packing material, sand, soil, stock, vehicles or water.
(2) A supplier does not commit an offence against subsection (1)(b) if, before supplying the thing, the supplier gives
the person to whom it is supplied a written notice stating the following—

(a) the supplier‘s name and address;
(b) the thing may contain the reproductive material of a class 2 pest;
(c) the name of the class 2 pest.
46 Moving or transporting vehicles and other things on roads
(1) This section applies to a person who moves or transports a vehicle or other thing on a road if the person
knows, or ought reasonably to know, soil or other organic material in or on the vehicle or thing is likely to contain the
reproductive material of a declared pest plant.
(2) The person must not, without reasonable excuse, move or transport the vehicle or thing unless the person has
taken reasonable steps—
(a) to restrict the release of the reproductive material when the vehicle or thing is moved or transported; or
(b) to ensure the vehicle or thing is free of the reproductive material.

RISK MATRIX – FROM ADVISORY GUIDELINES

Land protection (Invasive Plants and Animals) Fact Sheet
Pest Strategies Information Sheet September 2007
“Owners are responsible for controlling weeds and meeting
control costs, with local government assistance”

“The fundamental legislative obligation is the Obligation to
keep land free of pests (Weeds)” as stipulated in Section 77 of
the Act :
77 Obligation of land owners
(1) A land owner must take reasonable steps to keep the
following land free of class 1 and class 2 pests

GAS COMPANY WEED LITIGATION DEFENCE
The defendant ……… says that:
a) the plaintiffs were able to negotiate the terms of the Compensation
Agreement entered into with the defendant, which included the Operations
and the compensation regime for the compensatable effects set out in the
Compensation Agreement;
b) the plaintiffs were and are able to inspect vehicles owned or operated by
the defendant or its agents that may enter the Property;
c) the plaintiffs were and are able to request a Weed Hygiene Declaration
of any vehicle owned or operated by the defendant or its agents that
may enter the Property; and
d) the plaintiffs were accordingly reasonably able to protect themselves
against the risk that ALG would be spread to the Property by the defendant
(and its agents‘) activities.

LAND ACCESS CODE
Firstly, that a relevant person must take all reasonable steps to ensure that, in carrying out
authorised activities, the person does not spread the reproductive material of a declared pest.
Secondly that a relevant person must take all reasonable steps to ensure that, in entering
or leaving land in the area of a resource authority, the person does not spread the
reproductive material of a declared pest.
Note — For further information on preventing the spread of declared pests see the document called ‗Petroleum Industry–Pest Spread
Minimisation Advisory Guide‘ published by the department in which the Land Protection (Pest and Stock Route Management) Act 2002 is
administered.

Thirdly, a holder must ensure each person acting for the holder under a resource Act
washes down vehicles and machinery before entering a landholder‘s land in the area of the
resource authority, if the risk of spreading a declared pest is likely to be reduced by the
washing down.
Fourthly, it requires that the holder must keep a record (the wash-down record) of all washdowns under carried out during the period in which the holder is allowed access to the
landholder‘s land, and importantly also provides that if asked by the landholder, the holder
must give a copy of the wash-down record to the landholder.
wash-down means the removal of reproductive material from a vehicle or machine using an appropriate cleaning
process.

P&G ACT – SECTION 537C

1. In carrying out the review, the Land Court may review
the original compensation only to the extent it is
affected by the change.
2. If the Land Court considers the original compensation
is not affected by the change, it must not carry out or
continue with the review.
3. The Land Court may, after carrying out the review,
decide to confirm the original compensation or amend it
in a way the court considers appropriate

GAS COMPANY WEED LITIGATION DEFENCE

―…in any event, the plaintiffs are not entitled to the
damages sought as they are ‗compensatable effects‘
pursuant to the Compensation Agreement as pleaded in
paragraph 10 and by clause 1.3 of the Compensation
Agreement the plaintiff agreed that the compensation
payable pursuant to the Compensation Agreement
‘shall be in full satisfaction of all present and future
claims which the Owners may have resulting from the
Operations’.‖

GAS COMPANY WEED LITIGATION DEFENCE
The defendant:
(a) denies that it could prevent the risk of spreading ALG to the Property as a consequence of its activities on
the grounds that there are numerous and various ways in which ALG is spread by nature and natural
processes; and
(b) says that the defendant did take reasonable steps to do so, namely:
(i) under the ‘Access Rules’ maintained by the defendant, all vehicles owned or operated by the
defendant or its agents are to be weed free;
(ii) the defendant has in place a Pest and Weed Management Plan, which includes the following
reasonable steps to minimise the risk of spreading ALG onto the Property:
(1) the defendant’s vehicles to avoid leaving designated access tracks or roads;
(2) the defendant’s fleet vehicles to be thoroughly washed once per week and interiors
cleaned thoroughly once per month;
(3) the defendant’s or contractor’s vehicle must have a current Weed Inspection Report or
weed declaration when arriving on the defendant’s land or leaving the defendant’s
private property for work purposes; and
(4) the provision of wash-down facilities; and
(iii)the defendant ensures and monitors compliance with the Pest and Weed Management Plan;

GAS COMPANY WEED LITIGATION DEFENCE
………to the extent that ALG is present on the Property, the introduction and spread of ALG was
and is caused by a number of factors, unrelated to the defendant, including:
(a) vehicle, slasher and grader movements (not controlled by the defendant or its agents) along
road verges;
(b) stock, water or macropod movements;
(c) the plaintiffs’ own and guest movements in respect of the Property;

(d) the plaintiffs’ own and guest vehicle movements; and
(e) the plaintiffs’ own negligence by:
i. failing to have in place a system requiring every vehicle that entered the Property
was washed down in accordance with best practice to prevent the spread of
weeds; and
ii. further, or alternatively, failing to ensure and monitor compliance with a system
that required every vehicle that entered the Property was washed down in
accordance with best practice to prevent the spread of weeds.

GAS COMPANY WEED LITIGATION DEFENCE
The defendant denies the allegations contained in paragraph 21 of the statement of
claim and says that:
(a) the plaintiffs were able to negotiate the terms of the Compensation Agreement
entered into with the defendant;
(b) the plaintiffs were and are able to inspect vehicles owned or operated by the
defendant or its agents that may enter the Property;
(c) the plaintiffs were and are able to request a Weed Hygiene Declaration of any
vehicle owned or operated by the defendant or it agents that may enter the
Property; and
(d) the plaintiffs were accordingly reasonably able to protect themselves against the
risk that ALG would be spread to the Property by the defendant (and its agents’)
activities.

